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A definition of near-critical region based on heat
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Abstract In the paper, a method for determination of the near-critical
region boundary is proposed. The boundary is evaluated with respect to
variations of speciﬁc heat capacity along isobars. It is assumed that the
value of speciﬁc heat capacity inside the near-critical region exceeds by
more than 50% the practically constant value typical for ﬂuids under normal conditions. It appears that large variations of heat capacity are also
present for high-pressure subcritical states suﬃciently close to the critical
point. Therefore, such deﬁned near-critical region is located not only in
supercritical ﬂuid domain but also extends into subcritical ﬂuid. As an example, the boundaries of the near-critical region were evaluated for water,
carbon dioxide and R143a.
Keywords: Critical thermodynamic state; Near-critical region; Heat transfer; Speciﬁc
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speciﬁc heat capacity at constant pressure, J/kg K
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mass ﬂow rate, kg/s
pressure, Pa
temperature, K
speciﬁc entropy, J/kg K
speciﬁc volume, m3 /kg

Greek symbols
β
λ
ρ

–
–
–

coeﬃcient of thermal expansion, 1/K
thermal conductivity, W/m K
density, kg/m3

Subscripts
b
c
o
pc
w

1
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–
–
–
–

at near-critical region boundary
at critical point
organic ﬂuid
pseudocritcal
water

Introduction

In an increasing tendency to improve the eﬃciency of energy conversion,
heat transfer to ﬂuids in near-critical thermodynamic state is of great importance. Recently, near-critical or supercritical Rankine cycles have been
studied for wide selection of ﬂuids such as water, carbon dioxide and organic refrigerants. As an example, studies of supercritical Rankine cycle
for coal-burned turbine unit [1] can be recalled. Also, supercritical Organic
Rankine Cycle (S-ORC) can be mentioned [2], which could be applied to
produce electricity from renewable low-temperature heat sources. Recently,
special attention has also been paid to carbon dioxide refrigeration cycles
which may be near-critical or supercritical (for the conventional systems
and heat pumps) or subcritical (for the cascade systems) [3].
Due to large variations of thermodynamic and transport properties of
the ﬂuids in the vicinity of critical point, classical methods of heat exchanger
design fail to predict correctly the temperature changes along the exchanger.
As a result of large increase of the heat capacity, the temperature diﬀerence
between the ﬂuids may become unacceptably small at some point inside the
exchanger if the temperature diﬀerence assumed at the exchanger inlet is too
small. Anomalies of heat capacity and other ﬂuid properties are distinctive
feature of the so-called near-critical region. These anomalies together with
buoyancy forces cause instabilities and other heat transfer peculiarities in
pipe ﬂow inside the exchanger [4,5]. Unfortunately, the extent and limits of
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the near-critical region are not clearly distinguished and variously referred
to in the literature.
In the paper we propose a deﬁnition of the near-critical region that is
based on variations of speciﬁc heat capacity along isobars. Use of variables
reduced with respect to the critical parameters ensures that, according to
the principle of corresponding states, the proposed method yields similar
results for a variety of ﬂuids. As an example, the near-critical region boundaries are determined for water, carbon dioxide and R143a.

2

Fluid properties and heat transfer near the critical point

Irregularities in heat transfer are observed in heat exchangers working under
supercritical pressures [4]. They arise from large variations of ﬂuid physical
properties in near-critical region. Some examples of these variations are
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Speciﬁc heat capacity at constant pressure cp ,
thermal conductivity λ and coeﬃcient of thermal expansion β rise to very
large or inﬁnite values at critical point, while density value sharply drops.
Such anomalies appear not only at critical isobar pc (Fig. 1) but are also
observed for a range of pressures close to the critical one. As an example,
in Fig. 2 are depicted cp isolines near the critical point showing that this
property reaches high values for a range of pressures and temperatures below
and above the critical state. In supercritical region, the maximum value of
cp for a given pressure determines the pseudocritical temperature Tpc (also
called the transposed critical temperature).
Bearing in mind a deﬁnition of cp ,


∂h
,
(1)
cp ≡
∂T p
it is easy to see in the T -h diagram that the more the isobar departs from
a straight line, the more cp value varies along it. Also, when the slope of
the isobar diminishes, the cp value rises, reaching inﬁnity at critical point.
Variations of cp value are one of the reasons for irregularities in temperature proﬁle along the supercritical heat exchanger. In this case, the average
temperature diﬀerence between ﬂuids diﬀers substantially from logarithmic
mean. It will be illustrated using data for supercritical ORC module analyzed in [2]. This S-ORC module is meant to utilize the heat of water
cooling a biogas engine to generate additional electric power. One of the
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Figure 1. Distributions of speciﬁc heat capacity at constant pressure cp , thermal conductivity λ, density ρ and coeﬃcient of thermal expansion β along critical isobar as
a function of reduced temperature T /Tc . Properties of three ﬂuids are shown:
water (H2 O, pc = 22.06 MPa, Tc = 647.1 K), carbon dioxide (CO2 , pc = 7.38
MPa, Tc = 304.1 K) and R143a (pc = 3.76 MPa, Tc = 345.9 K) [7].

organic working ﬂuids proposed was R143a (1,1,1-triﬂuoroethane), which
would undergo isobaric heating in the exchanger. It was assumed that the
heating water enters the exchanger at temperature 90 o C and ﬂow rate
34 m3 /h. The water temperature at the exchanger outlet should be 63 o C.
The temperature diﬀerence between water and R143a at the hot end of the
exchanger was assumed to be 5 o C. Its inlet temperature resulted from an
assumption that the working ﬂuid would be compressed isentropically in
a circulation pump from saturated state at 30 o C to the exchanger working
pressure, which should have a value selected from a range 3.8–4.6 MPa. The
ﬂow rate of R143a was adjusted to obtain required temperature drop of water in the exchanger. T -s diagram for the analyzed S-ORC cycle is shown in
Fig. 3, which also introduces the numbering of thermodynamic states at its
characteristic points1 . Thus, for the heat transfer in the exchanger, simple
1

It can be noted that for high working pressures of R143a, the expansion falls deep
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Figure 2. T -h diagram for CO2 with isobars (thin lines) and cp isolines (bold lines)
plotted in the vicinity of the critical point. The pseudocritical temperature Tpc
line is also shown.

global heat balance can be written in the form
ṁw (hw1 − hw2 ) = ṁo (ho1 − ho4 ) .

(2)

Similar balances are valid for heat transfer between the water and R143a
in any control volume conﬁned by two control cross-sections set along the
analyzed supercritical exchanger. In particular, for constant ﬂow rates, this
control cross-sections can divide the exchanger into a number of segments
in which equal portions of the total enthalpy change are transferred for each
ﬂuid. The energy balance for a segment between control cross-sections i an
i + 1 can be written as




− hio ,
= ṁo hi+1
ṁw hiw − hi+1
w
o

(3)

where
hiw − hi+1
w =

hw1 − hw2
n

and

hi+1
− hio =
o

ho1 − ho4
, i = 0, 1, . . ., n .
n
(4)
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Figure 3. T -s diagram for supercritical ORC cycle analyzed in [2] with water and R143a
as a working ﬂuid.

Starting from one end of the exchanger and using (3) successively for all segments, the enthalpies hiw and hio can be calculated. Then the temperatures
of working ﬂuids in the control cross-sections along the exchanger can be determined. The results of such calculations for n = 20 segments are depicted
in Fig. 4. It is clearly seen, that temperature diﬀerence between water and
R143a changes in a irregular way, especially in a high-temperature part of
the exchanger. In this part of the exchanger, the heat capacity cp values
are much higher than in the regions where ﬂuid properties are distant from
the critical point, Fig. 4c. Also, the temperature diﬀerence at some points
inside the exchanger is lower than at its high-temperature end, particularly
for R143a pressures close to critical value.
It should be noted that the proﬁles shown in Fig. 4b are independent
of the exchanger geometry. Each segment considered here will generally
comprise diﬀerent lengths of the exchanger, depending on local heat transfer conditions. Determination of temperature proﬁles as a function of the
exchanger length is of course possible, provided the appropriate correlations
for the heat transfer coeﬃcient will be used.

into a wet steam region. In such case a screw expander should be used instead of a turbine
in the S-ORC module.
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Figure 4. Calculations of temperature proﬁles along the supercritical heat exchanger:
a) T -h diagram showing isobars for the working ﬂuids – water at atmospheric
pressure and R143a under selected supercritical pressures; dots indicate the
partition of the exchanger into n = 20 control segments of equal enthalpy
increments; broken lines connect corresponding cross sections for i = 0, i = 5,
i = 10 and i = 20 in both ﬂuids; b) temperature diﬀerences between working
ﬂuids in the exchanger control segments for the considered pressure values
of R143a; c) variation of R143a heat capacity cp along the exchanger, which
reaches a maximum value of 157 kJ/kgK for p = 3.8 MPa.
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Definition of near-critical region

As has been shown above, ﬂuid properties in the vicinity of critical point
change substantially. However, the transitions are not sharp so the demarcation of near-critical region boundary is diﬃcult. In some papers this
region is characterized by the pressure and temperature conditions. For
example, in [5] the near-critical region for hydrogen is described by the
pressure range 0.8 < p/pc < 3 and two conditions for temperature: the lowest temperature is set at saturation line corresponding to p/pc = 0.8 and
the upper temperature boundary is located at an indeﬁnite line above the
pseudocritical temperature connecting the isobars 0.8pc and 3pc . In other
works (e.g. Kurganov [6]), a non-dimensional quantity
 
∂v
β
=p
,
(5)
Eq = p
∂h p
ρcp
called the relative work of thermal expansion, is used instead of temperature
to distinguish the near-critical ﬂuid from subcritical liquid and supercritical
gas regions. The value of the relative work of thermal expansion Eq is almost
independent of pressure, especially for temperature (or enthalpy) far from
critical value, see Fig. 5.

Figure 5. Proﬁles of relative work of thermal expansion Eq for carbon dioxide (CO2 )
under selected pressures. Vertical line denotes the value of critical enthalpy hc .
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Along the isobar, Eq is almost constant for a low-temperature liquid but
starts to rise as the temperature approaches the critical or pseudocritical value. Beginning of the rise, set here at Eq = 0.04, is considered
by Kurganov as the lower boundary of near-critical region. Beyond the
(pseudo)critical temperature, the Eq attains maximum that is considered
the higher boundary of the region. Further up, Eq value diminishes slowly
with temperature.
In this paper, more precise deﬁnition of the near-critical region boundary (NRB) is proposed. It is based on variations of speciﬁc heat capacity
cp along isobars. The NRB is determined in relation to the pseudocritical
temperature Tpc and the critical temperature Tc . Use of the critical temperature ensures that the proposed method yields similar results for a variety
of ﬂuids. Because large variations of cp are also present in subcritical domain, the saturation temperature Tsat is used instead of Tpc to determine
NRB there.

Figure 6. A method of determination of temperatures Tb1 and Tb2 that mark near-critical
segment of heat capacity cp variation along a selected isobar.

Determination of NRB by the proposed method will be explained with
the help of Fig. 6. First, for each isobar passing in the vicinity of critical
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point, the temperature Tm at which the heat capacity cp reaches maximum
should be found. The Tm equals to pseudocritical temperature Tpc if p > pc ,
the critical temperature Tc when p = pc or the saturation temperature Tsat
for p < pc . Then, two values of cp are found at temperatures T1 = Tm − f Tc
and T2 = Tm + f Tc , where f is a fraction assumed to be f = 0.2. Next,
limiting heat capacity cpb which determines NRB points at the selected
isobar P is found. It is proposed that the cpb value is equal to 150% of the
arithmetic average of heat capacities at the temperatures T1 and T2 , i.e.
cpb (p, Tb1 ) = cpb (p, Tb2 ) = 1.5

cp (p, T1 ) + cp (p, T2 )
= 1.5cp av .
2

(6)

When the cpb is known, the corresponding lower and upper temperatures
at the boundary, designated Tb1 and Tb2 in Fig. 6, can be found. After
repeating this procedure for a number of isobars the complete NRB line
can be drawn. It starts at the saturation lines and crosses the isobars up
to ≈ 2.5–3 p/pc . For higher pressures the maximum of cp diminishes so
much that cpmax < cpb .

4

Near-critical region for selected fluids

Example calculations of NRB were performed for water (H2 O), carbon dioxide (CO2 ) and R143a (1,1,1-triﬂuoroethane). Thermodynamic properties of
these ﬂuids were calculated using REFPROP 8 database [7]. The results
are depicted in Figs. 7a–7c. Besides the NRB determined by the present
method, the lines of Eq = 0.04 and Eq = max are also shown. They mark
the near-critical region according to Kurganov criterion [6].
The NRB determined by the method proposed here has a similar shape
for the three ﬂuids considered, see Fig. 8. The boundary designates a region
which also extends into subcritical ﬂuid domain. The extent of the nearcritical region is largest for water, covering pressures in the range 0.25 <
p/pc < 3.04 and temperatures 0.84 < T /Tc < 1.21. For carbon dioxide
these intervals are 0.35 < p/pc < 2.46 and 0.85 < T /Tc < 1.17. For the last
ﬂuid considered, the R143a, near-critical region is smallest and is bounded
by 0.55 < p/pc < 2.18 and 0.92 < T /Tc < 1.14.
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Figure 7.a. T -h diagram for water showing the near-critical region boundary (NRB)
determined by the present method. Also shown are isobars, pseudocritical
temperature line (Tpc ) and the lines of relative work of thermal expansion (Eq )
marking the near-critical region according to Kurganov [6].

Figure 7.b. T -h diagram for carbon dioxide showing the near-critical region boundary
(NRB) determined by the present method. Other lines as in Fig. 7a.
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Figure 7.c. T -h diagram for R143a showing the near-critical region boundary (NRB)
determined by the present method. Other lines as in Fig. 7a.

Figure 8. The boundaries of near-critical regions for water (H2 O), carbon dioxide (CO2 )
and R143a compared in non-dimensional p-T coordinates.
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Conclusions

A simple and more rational deﬁnition of the near-critical region is proposed
in the paper. The boundary of this region (NRB) is evaluated with respect
to variations of speciﬁc heat capacity along isobars that pass in the vicinity of critical point. It is assumed that the values of constant-pressure heat
capacity cp inside the near-critical region are greater than 150% of the practically constant value which is typical for ﬂuids under normal conditions.
It appears that the near-critical region is located not only in supercritical ﬂuid domain but also extends into subcritical ﬂuid. This is a result of
large heat capacity variations that are observed for high-pressure subcritical
states which are suﬃciently close to the critical point.
The knowledge of NRB is particularly important during design of heat
exchangers working with near-critical ﬂuids. In such case, special attention
should be paid to calculations of temperature diﬀerence between the working
ﬂuids. Reliable results can be obtained only if heat balances are written
for small segments of the exchanger where the heat capacity value can be
considered to remain constant. Moreover it should be noticed that in many
experiments on heat transfer under near-critical conditions, degradation of
local heat transfer coeﬃcient and ﬂow pulsations were reported, especially
in ﬂows in vertical pipes.
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